
n Made in USA

n Tough, durable,  
 lightweight

n Excellent retraction force

Twin Bonded Nylon Air Hose 
Twin Bonded Self-Storing Hose provides an efficient way to 
service applications that require air and fluid transport or air 
and an exhaust return. The intermittent bond allows fittings to 
be installed without damaging the individual tubes. One yellow 
tube and one natural colored tube simplify tube identification. 

Nylon Air Hose
This lightweight, permanently-coiled hose is manufactured from 
tough, abrasion-resistant Nylon 12 and designed to 
withstand temperatures between -60° F 
and +200° F. 

STOWAWAY™  
Heavy Duty Nylon Air Hose 
Stowaway Hose is designed with extra heavy wall thickness to 
meet the requirements of the most demanding applications. Heavy 
walls provide additional protection against oil, grease, gasoline 
and abrasion as well as increased working pressure, 
making this hose a good choice for 
construction sites, cement plants, 
mining operations, heavy duty tools 
and other harsh environments.
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Heavy Duty  
Brass Fittings

Available in rigid or swivel male thread 
with spring strain relief

Swivel fittings have a  
pre-applied thread sealant

AVAILABLE IN:
n	Blue  (B)
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COILED HOSES

AVAILABLE IN:
n	Yellow  (Y)

n	Blue  (B)  *In select sizes
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TRUE REUSABLE STRAIN RELIEF 
Prevents hose from kinking  
at all angles

n Made in USA

n Tough, durable,  
 lightweight

n Excellent flexibility

FLEXCOIL® Polyurethane Air Hose
FLEXCOIL is the finest polyurethane air hose on the market  
today and eliminates the two most common limitations of other 
self-storing air hoses: kinking and abrasion. This lightweight, 
yet extremely durable hose will withstand the rigors of tough 
industrial environments while maintaining its resiliency over a 
long period of time. 

FLEXCOIL is ideal for applications such as aerospace 
manufacturers, assembly stations, air rachets, auto repair, 
automotive assembly, boat building, car lube shops, car wash 
systems, impact wrenches, machine shops, mobile equipment, 
nailing and stapling, nut runners, robotics, textile 
plants, tire shops, vacuum pickup 
tools, water purification and water 
washdown systems.

REUSABLE BRASS FITTINGS
Available in rigid and  
swivel male thread
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QUICK DISCONNECTS
“Ready-to-use”  
hose assembly

F L E X E EL®  Polyurethane  
Reinforced Coiled Air Hose
FLEXEEL is the original Reinforced Polyurethane self storing hose. 
This extremely lightweight hose is extruded with an inner braid for 
additional strength, and this “integral piece” process eliminates 
the need of bonding individual layers of tubing, braiding and 
cover which tend to separate over time due to bending, flexing and 
pulsating. FLEXEEL combines the durability of bulkier hoses with 
the kink resistance and elasticity of polyurethane 
to make a tough, long-lasting hose that 
is user friendly. 

AVAILABLE IN:
n	Transparent Red  (TR)

n	Transparent Yellow  (TY)

n	Transparent Blue (T)

Available in a Veriety  
of Assemblies

AVAILABLE IN:
n	Dark Blue  (B)

n	Red  (R)

n	Yellow  (Y)

n	Neon Green (G)

n	Transparent Blue (T)
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